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Heating of trapped ions from the quantum ground state

Q. A. Turchette,* ,† D. Kielpinski, B. E. King,‡ D. Leibfried,§ D. M. Meekhof, C. J. Myatt,† M. A. Rowe, C. A. Sackett,
C. S. Wood,i W. M. Itano, C. Monroe, and D. J. Wineland

Time and Frequency Division, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Boulder, Colorado 80303
~Received 14 October 1999; published 17 May 2000!

We have investigated motional heating of laser-cooled9Be1 ions held in radio-frequency~Paul! traps. We
have measured heating rates in a variety of traps with different geometries, electrode materials, and character-
istic sizes. The results show that heating is due to electric-field noise from the trap electrodes that exerts a
stochastic fluctuating force on the ion. The scaling of the heating rate with trap size is much stronger than that
expected from a spatially uniform noise source on the electrodes~such as Johnson noise from external circuits!,
indicating that a microscopic uncorrelated noise source on the electrodes~such as fluctuating patch-potential
fields! is a more likely candidate for the source of heating.

PACS number~s!: 32.80.Pj, 39.10.1j, 42.50.Vk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cold trapped ions have been proposed as a phys
implementation for quantum computation~QC! @1#, and ex-
periments on one@2–5# and two @6,7# ions have demon-
strated proof of the principle. Work is currently underway
extend these results. In ion trap QC, ion-laser interacti
prepare, manipulate, and entangle atomic states in ways
pendent on the quantum motional state of the ions. A lim
ing factor in the fidelity of an operation is uncontrolled he
ing of the motion during manipulations. Heating leads
decoherence of the quantum superposition states involve
the computation@8,9#, and can ultimately limit the number o
elementary gate operations that can be strung toge
Speculations have been made about the mechanisms
lead to heating@8,10–14#, but measurements are scarce sin
the necessary sensitivity can be achieved only through l
cooling to near the ground state of motion. Additional
systematic studies of the dependence of heating rate on
ous trap properties are difficult, since often this requires
construction and operation of an entirely new trap appara
which may have different values of properties not und
study. Indeed, the data presented here pose several inte
tational difficulties for this reason.

Heating of a single trapped ion~or the center-of-mass
motion of a collection of trapped ions! occurs when noisy
electric fields at the position of the ion couple to its char
giving rise to fluctuating forces. If the spectrum of fluctu
tions overlaps the trap secular motion frequency or its mic
motion sidebands, the fluctuating forces can impart sign
cant energy to the secular motion of the ion. Here,
express the heating rate as the average number of quan
energy gained by the secular motion in a given time. Th
are several candidates worth considering for sources of
noisy fields that give rise to heating. Some of these
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@8–14# Johnson noise from the resistance in the trap e
trodes or external circuitry~the manifestation of therma
electronic noise or black body radiation consistent with
boundary conditions imposed by the trap electrode str
ture!, fluctuating patch potentials~due, for example, to ran
domly oriented domains at the surface of the electrodes
adsorbed materials on the electrodes!, ambient electric fields
from injected electronic noise, fields generated by fluctuat
currents such as electron currents from field-emitter po
on the trap electrodes, and collisions with background ato
Only the first two mechanisms will be considered here sin
the remaining mechanisms~and others! are unlikely con-
tributors@8# or can be eliminated by comparing the measu
heating rates of the center of mass and differential mode
two ions@6#. As will be shown below, the Johnson noise a
patch-potential mechanisms give rise to heating rates, wh
scale differently with the distance between the ion and
trap electrodes.

II. TWO MODELS FOR SOURCES OF HEATING

A. Preliminaries

The heating rate caused by a fluctuating uniform field c
be derived as in Savardet al. @15# and agrees with a classica
calculation@8#. The Hamiltonian for a particle of chargeq
and massm trapped in an harmonic well subject to a fluct
ating, uniform~nongradient! electric field drivee(t) is

H~ t !5H02qe~ t !x, ~1!

where H05p2/2m1mvm
2 x2/2 is the usual, stationary har

monic oscillator Hamiltonian with trap frequencyvm . From
first-order perturbation theory, the rate of transition from t
ground state of the well (un50&) to the first excited state
(un51&) is @15#

G0→15
1

\2E2`

`

dt eivmt^e~ t !e~ t1t!& z^0uqxu1& z2. ~2!

Evaluating the motional matrix element gives
©2000 The American Physical Society18-1
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Q. A. TURCHETTEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063418
G0→15
q2

4m\vm
SE~vm!, ~3!

where SE(v)[2*2`
` dteivt^e(t)e(t1t)& is the spectral

density of electric-field fluctuations in units of (V/cm!2Hz21.
For an ion trapped by a combination of~assumed noise

less! static fields and inhomogeneous rf fields~Paul trap! the
heating rate can be generalized to@11#

ṅ̄5
q2

4m\vm
S SE~vm!1

vm
2

2VT
2

SE~VT6vm!D , ~4!

where ṅ̄ is the rate of change of the average thermal oc
pation number,vm is now the secular frequency of the mod
of motion under consideration, andVT is the trap rf drive
frequency. The second term on the right-hand side~RHS! of
Eq. ~4! is due to a cross coupling between the rf and no
fields; it will not be present for the axial motion of a line
trap, which is confined only by static fields. Even for moti
confined by rf pondermotive forces, this second term will
negligible in the absence of spurious resonances inSE(v) or
increasingSE(v) ~sincevm

2 /VT
2;1024) and is neglected in

what follows @8#.
We differentiate two sources of the noise that gives rise

heating. The first is thermal electronic noise in the imp
fectly conducting trap electrodes and elsewhere in the
circuitry. Though this source of noise is ultimately micr
scopic in origin, for our purposes here it can be treated
equately by use of lumped circuit models. Thermal noise
been considered in the context of ion-trap heating in sev
places @8,11–14#. The second source of noise consider
here is due to ‘‘microscopic’’ regions of material~small
compared to the size of the trap electrodes! with fluctuating,
discontinuous potentials established, for example, at the
terface of different materials or crystalline domains. We c
this patch-potential noise, and its microscopic origin leads
manifestly different heating behavior from that for the the
mal electronic noise case. Static patch potentials are a w
known phenomenon, but little is known about the hig
frequency~MHz! fluctuating patches, which are required
account for our observed heating rates@16–18#.

B. Thermal electronic noise

Heating rates in the case of thermal electronic no
~Johnson noise! can be obtained simply through the use
lumped-circuit models, which are justified by the fact th
the wavelength of the relevant fields~at typical trap secular
or drive frequencies! is significantly larger than the size o
the trap electrodes. Such an analysis has been carried
elsewhere@8,11,19#, and only the major results will be
quoted here. Resistances in the trap electrodes and con
ing circuits give rise to an electric-field noise spectral dens
SE(v)54kBTR(v)/d2, whered is the characteristic distanc
from the trap electrodes to the ion,T is the temperature~near
room temperature for all of our experiments!, kB is Boltz-
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mann’s constant, andR(v) is the effective~lumped-circuit!
resistance between trap electrodes. The heating rate is g
by

ṅ̄R5
q2kBTR~vm!

m\vmd2
. ~5!

A numerical estimate of the heating rate for typical trap p

rameters gives 0.1/s, ṅ̄R,1/s @8,11#, which is significantly
slower than our observed rates. As a final note, the lump
circuit approach is convenient, but not necessary. In the
pendix, we present a microscopic model that is valid
arbitrary ion-electrode distances and reproduces Eq.~5! for
all the traps considered here~and for all realistic traps where
d@d, whered is the skin depth of the electrode material
the trap secular frequency!.

C. Fluctuating patch-potential noise

To derive the heating rate for the case of microsco
patch potentials we use the following approximate mod
We assume that the trap electrodes form a spherical cond
ing shell of radiusa around the ion. Each of the patches is
disc on the inner surface of the sphere with radiusr p!a and
electric potential noiseVp(v). Alternatively, each patch is
assumed to have power noise spectral densitySV(v). The
electric field noise at the ion due to a single patch
Ep(v)523Vp(v)r p

2/4a3 in the direction of the patch. Ther
are N'4Ca2/r p

2 such patches distributed over the sphe
with coverageC<1. Averaging over a random distributio
of patches on the sphere, we find that the power spec
density of the electric field at the ion~along a single direc-
tion! is

SE~v!5NS ]Ep~v!

]Vp~v! D
2

SV~v!5
3CSV~v!r p

2

4a4
. ~6!

This gives a heating rate

ṅ̄P5
3q2Crp

2SV~vm!

16m\vmd4
, ~7!

in which the associationd;a is made. Note the difference in
scaling with electrode size between Eqs.~5! and ~7!. The

thermal electronic noise model gives a scalingṅ̄R}d22,

while the patch-potential model givesṅ̄P}d24. In fact, ad24

dependence also arises from a random distribution of flu
ating charges or dipoles.

III. MEASUREMENTS

A. Measuring the heating rate

To determine the heating rate, we first cool the ion to n
the ground state. In sufficiently strong traps, this is achie
simply by laser cooling with light, red detuned from a fa
cycling transition (g'vm , where g is the radiative line-
width of the upper state! propagating in a direction such tha
8-2
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HEATING OF TRAPPED IONS FROM THE QUANTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063418
its k vector has a component along the direction of the m
of interest. In weaker traps, additional sideband Raman c
ing is utilized to cool to the ground state@3#. Typical starting
values ofn̄, the average number of thermal phonons in
mode of interest, are between 0 and 2.

After cooling and optically pumping the ion to its intern
ground state~denotedu↓&), we drive Raman transitions be
tween atomic and motional levels@2–4#. Tuning the Raman
difference frequencyDv to the kth motional blue sideband
~bsb! at Dv5v01kvm drives the transition u↓&un&
↔u↑&un1k& whereu↑&,u↓& refer to the internal~spin! states
of the atom that are separated byv0. The kth red sideband
~rsb! at Dv5v02kvm drivesu↓&un&↔u↑&un2k&. The mea-
surement utilizes asymmetry in the strengths of the red
blue motional sidebands to extractn̄. The strengths of the
sidebands are defined as the probability of making a tra
tion u↓&↔u↑&, which depends on the occupation number
the motional levels. The strengths are probed by a Ram
pulse of durationt tuned to eitherkth sideband. The prob
ability P↓ of remaining inu↓& after probing is measured an
the strengthsI k

rsb512P↓,rsb and I k
bsb512P↓,bsb are ex-

tracted. For thermal motional states, the strengths of the
and blue sidebands are related by@3,8#

I k
rsb5 (

m5k

`

Pm sin2 Vm,m2kt ~8!

5S n̄

11n̄
D k

(
m50

`

Pm sin2 Vm1k,mt ~9!

5S n̄

11n̄
D k

I k
bsb, ~10!

where Vm1k,m5Vm,m1k is the Rabi frequency of thekth
sideband between levelsm and m1k, and Pm5n̄m/(1
1n̄)m11 is the probability of themth level being occupied
for a thermal distribution of mean numbern̄. The ratio of the
sidebandsRk[I k

rsb/I k
bsb is independent of drive timet and

immediately gives the mean occupation numbern̄,
06341
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n̄5
~Rk!

1/k

12~Rk!
1/k

, ~11!

which is valid even if the Lamb-Dicke criterion is not sati
fied. In principle,k should be chosen to be the positive int
ger nearest ton̄ in order to maximize sensitivity. In practic
we usek51, 2, or 3 in most cases. Note that Eq.~11! is valid
only for thermal states; this is adequate since Doppler co
ing leaves the motion in a thermal state@4,20#, as does any
cooling to near the ground state.

In order to determine the heating rateṅ̄, delays with no
laser interaction are added between the cooling cycle and
probing cycle. An example of a data set at a fixed trap se
lar frequency is shown in Fig. 1. The error bars are de
mined as follows: The raw data of Raman scans over

FIG. 1. An example of heating rate data. The main graph sho

n̄ ([^n&) vs t, the delay between cooling and probing. The ins

show Raman spectra from whichn̄ is extracted, according to Eq
~11!. For the insets,P↓ is the probability that the ion remains in th
u↓& state after application of a Raman probe of fixed duration w
difference frequencyDv; rsb, red motional sideband; bsb, blue m
tional sideband. The sidebands shown are the first sidebands.
data are for trap 5 from Table I at 5 MHz secular frequency a

ṅ̄51262/ms.
d the

er trap
See the
TABLE I. Summary of traps. The size column is approximately the distance between the ion an
nearest electrode surface.VT is the trap rf drive frequency. The heating rate (ṅ̄) is for a trap secular
frequency of 10 MHz, which in the case of traps 3a and 3b had to be extrapolated from data at low
secular frequencies. The two numbers quoted for 3a and 3b are for two different versions of the trap.
text for a further discussion of the parameters.

Trap Type Material Size (mm) VT/2p @MHz# ṅ̄ (ms21) Refs.

1 circular ring Mo 170 250 1 @3,4#
2 elliptical ring Be 175 250 10 @6,7#
3a circular ring Mo 175 150 10,1022

3b circular ring Mo 395 150 0.5,1025

4 linear Au 280 150 2.3 @9#

5 linear Au 280 230 3.5 @22#

6 linear Au 365 230 1.1 @22#
8-3
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Q. A. TURCHETTEet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063418
sidebands~such as is those shown in the insets of Fig. 1! are
fit to Gaussians, from which the depths of the sidebands
extracted, with error on the parameter estimate calcula
assuming normal distribution of the data. The errors from
rsb and bsb strengths are propagated through Eq.~11! for an
error on n̄. The error bars shown are 1s, and include only
statistical factors. These errors are incorporated in the lin

regression to extractṅ̄ with appropriate error. Many suc
data sets are taken for various types of traps and at diffe
secular frequencies.

B. The traps

The measurements of heating rate in this paper ext
over a five year period and utilize six different traps. T
traps are summarized in Table I. The traps are describe
the references listed; here only a brief discussion is includ
The ‘‘ring’’ traps are approximate quadrupole configuratio
consisting of a flat electrode~125 mm thick! with a hole
drilled through it~the ring! and an independent ‘‘fork’’ elec-
trode ~100 mm thick! that forms end caps on either side
the electrode, centered with the hole, similar to the t
shown in Fig. 2. In trap 1, the ring and endcap electro
were at the same average potential; in traps 2 and 3 a static
bias field could be added between the fork and ring to cha
the distribution of binding strengths along the three princi
axes of the trap. The size of these traps is stated as the
radius, with the end cap spacing approximately 70% of
hole diameter. For the elliptical ring trap~trap 2! the stated
size is the radius along the minor axis and the aspect rat
3:2; the fork tines are parallel to the major axis of the ellip
Traps 3a and 3b were drilled into a single flat electrode w
a single graded fork electrode~see Fig. 2!. The rings are
circular and the size stated is the radius. This was the
used for the size-scaling measurements. The heating in a
the ring traps was measured in a direction in the plane of
ring electrode, parallel to the tines of the fork electrod
Traps 4, 5, and 6 are similar linear traps with geometry
dicated in Fig. 3. Trap 6 was made slightly larger than tra
4 and 5 by increasing the space between the two elect
wafers. Heating was measured along the axial direct
which has only a static confining potential. The size quo
in Table I for the linear traps is the distance between the
and the nearest electrode. All traps are mounted at the en
a coaxiall/4 resonator for rf voltage buildup@21#. Typical
resonator quality factors are around 500 and rf voltage at

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the electrodes of trap 3~from
Table I!. The distance between traps 3a and 3b is 1.7 mm. No
scale.
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open end is approximately 500 V with a few watts of inp
power. In all traps except for traps 3a and 3b the resonato
inside the vacuum chamber with the trap. In traps 3a and
the resonator is outside the chamber, with the high-voltag
applied to the trap through a standard vacuum feedthrou

Since we believe that surface effects are an important
tor in heating, we cleaned the electrode surfaces before u
a trap. When trap electrodes were recycled, they were
cleaned with HCl in order to remove the Be coating dep
ited by the atomic source. For the molybdenum traps an e
tropolish in phosphoric acid was then used. For the berylli
electrodes electropolishing in a variety of acids was ineff
tive, so abrasive polishing was used. Finally, the traps w
rinsed in distilled water followed by methanol. The go
electrodes of the linear traps were cleaned with solvents a
being evaporatively deposited on their alumina substra
The time of exposure of clean trap electrodes to the atm
sphere before the vacuum chamber was evacuated was
cally less than one day. The traps were then vacuum bake
;350° C for approximately three days.

C. Data

Our longest-term heating measurements were made
trap 1. In Fig. 4 we plot the heating rate as a function of d
of data acquisition for a fixed trap frequency~11 MHz!. The
heating rate is on the order of 1 quantum per milliseco
with a basic trend upwards of;1 quantum per millisecond
per year. Over this time the electrodes were coated with
from the source ovens, but beyond this, nothing was chan
in the vacuum envelope, which was closed for this en
period of time. The cause of the increase in heating rat
unknown, but may be related to increased Be deposition
the electrodes. Be plating on the trap electrodes could b
source of patch-potential noise.

Figure 5 shows heating rates in the linear traps~traps 4, 5,
and 6! and the elliptical ring trap~trap 2! as a function of trap
secular frequency. The frequency dependence of the hea

to

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the electrodes of the linear tr
~traps 4, 5, and 6 from Table I!. The traps are formed by evapora
ing gold ~approximately 0.75mm thick! on an alumina substrate
The outer segmented electrodes are the endcaps, while the
unbroken electrodes carry rf. The axial direction~labeledz) is par-
allel to the rf electrode. The two separate trap wafers are space
200 mm for traps 4 and 5 and 280mm for trap 6 ~spacers not
shown!. Schematic diagram not to scale.
8-4
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HEATING OF TRAPPED IONS FROM THE QUANTUM . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063418
rate is expected to scale asSE(vm)/vm @Eq. ~4!#. For ex-
ample, a trap electrode with a flat noise spectrum@SE(v)
5const# will have a heating rate that scales asvm

21 . The
actual spectrum of fluctuations is impossible to knowa pri-
ori, but in principle the data can be used to extract a sp
trum over a limited frequency range given the model lead
to Eq.~4!. For the three linear traps, the heating rate data
most consistent with avm

22 scaling, implyingSE}v21. This

FIG. 4. Heating rate in ring trap 1 vs time. The secular f
quency for all measurements was;11 MHz. The solid line shows
a trend, which does not account for the weights of the data po

FIG. 5. Heating rates vs trap secular frequency in~a! the ellip-
tical ring trap 2 and in the microlinear trap 4 and in~b! linear traps
5 and 6. The only intended difference between traps 5 and 6 is
size. In all four data sets, the secular frequency was varied
changing a static potential only.
06341
c-
g
re

does not greatly assist us in identifying a physical mec
nism for the heating. For example, pure Johnson noise
have a flat spectrum, low-pass-filtered Johnson noise
have a spectrum that decreases with increasing freque
and the spectrum of fluctuations in the patch-potential cas
entirely unknown. In addition to the theoretical ambiguit
there is evidence in other data sets of different freque
scalings~though they are always power-law scalings!. This
measurement certainly cannot be used to pinpoint a hea
mechanism; it is presented here only for completeness.

The data of Fig. 5~b! provide a first indication of the
scaling of the heating rate with trap size. Trap 6 is about
times larger than trap 5, while its heating rate~at 10 MHz!
was a factor of 3 slower. This indicates that the depende
of heating rate on trap size is stronger thand22, but is con-
sistent withd24. Of course, this comparison is to be take
with some caution, since these are two separate traps m
sured several weeks apart, and therefore likely had diffe
microscopic electrode environments. However, a compari
is warranted since the traps were identical apart from th
sizes. In particular, all the associated electronics were
same and the rf drive voltage was very nearly the same
fact, the rf voltage was slightly larger for the measureme
on trap 6, which showed the lower heating rate. This is i
portant to note because we observe a slight dependenc
the heating rate on the applied rf trapping voltage. Thou

FIG. 6. Data from trap 3, showing heating rates vs trap sec
frequency.~a! Data set number 1. The two points on the small tr
at vm/2p55.3 MHz were taken with Raman cooling t

n̄(t50);0 and with Doppler cooling only ton̄(t50);2. Note
that they give comparable results, as they should. The dashed
showvm

21 scaling.~b! Data set number 2. The small trap data we
taken with an rf voltage of;400 V and the big trap with;600 V.
The secular frequency was changed by tuning the dc bias betw
fork and ring electrodes.
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FIG. 7. Expected heating rate vs distan
from electrode for thermal electronic noise, fro
Eqs. ~A6!, ~A7!, and ~4!. The numerical param-
eters are those for9Be1 with molybdenum elec-
trodes at 10 MHz secular frequency and roo
temperature.
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we have only a qualitative sense of this dependence
present, it seems that heating rates increase with rf volt
up to a point, at which the effect levels off. This rf-voltag
dependence is observed along directions where the io
confined both by static fields and by pondermotive fields
may not be unreasonable that the increased rf voltage
creases the intensity of the noise source~possibly due to an
increase of temperature of the electrodes!, even when it does
not affect the trap secular frequency, as in the axial direc
of the linear traps.

Trap 3 was designed to give a controlled measure of
heating rate as a function of trap size, while all other para
eters were held fixed. The trap electrodes were made f
the same substrates, the electrodes were subjected to
same preuse cleaning, the traps were in the same vac
envelope, driven by the same rf electronics~simultaneously!,
and data for both traps were acquired with minimal del
For direct comparison at the same secular frequency in b
traps, it was necessary to change the applied rf voltage s
vm}1/d2. ~A static bias between ring and endcap can
added, as discussed above, but this was not sufficient to m
sure heating at identical secular frequencies for the sam
drive.! There are two data sets to be discussed for this t
shown in Fig. 6.

In the first set, shown in Fig. 6~a!, we have data points a
two different secular frequencies for the ‘‘small trap’’~trap
3a! and one point for the ‘‘big trap’’~trap 3b!. The heating
rates of the small trap are comparable to the heating rate
other traps and show avm

21 scaling of the heating rate. Th
single point on the big trap is at a lower secular frequen
yet has a muchslowerheating rate. In fact, if we extrapolat
the data from the small trap to the same secular freque
~usingvm

21), the heating rate is over an order of magnitu
lower in the big trap. The ratio of the heating rate in t
small trap to that of the big trap is 2066. This is a much
stronger scaling than that predicted by a Johnson noise h
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ing mechanism@Eq. ~5! predicts ad2;4.8 scaling#, but is
consistent with the scaling in the patch-potential case@Eq.
~7! predicts ad4;23 scaling#. When these data are used
predict an exponent for the size scaling, the result isd3.860.6.

For the second data set, shown in Fig. 6~b!, the trap was
removed from the vacuum enclosure, given the usual cle
ing ~as discussed above!, and replaced for the measuremen
In this data set, the trap behaved quite differently from
other traps, with heating rates significantly below those
other traps. Also,SE must have been a strong function ofv
for this trap since the scaling with trap frequency was rat
pronounced. The scaling with size was also strong: the h
ing rate was 16 000 times smaller in the big trap. When th
data are used to predict an exponent for the size scaling
result isd1262. Needless to say, it is difficult to draw gener
conclusions from the data for this particular trap, but t
difference in heating rates between the two traps seem
strongly indicate, again, that Johnson noise is not the so
of the heating. We cannot be sure why this trap had s
anomalous heating behavior, but we speculate that it is
to a less-than-usual deposition of Be on the trap electro
prior to the measurements, because the trap was loaded
minimal exposure to the Be source atomic beam.

At this point it is useful to compare the present results
heating rates in other experiments. There are two other m
surements. The first was done with198Hg1 @10#. For that
experimentvm/2p'3 MHz andd'450mm and the heating
rate was 0.006/ms. Accounting for scalings with trap f
quency (vm

21) @23# and mass (m21), these results are con
sistent with the present results for a size scaling ofd24.
Another measurement has been made with40Ca1 @5#. For
that experimentvm/2p'4 MHz and d'700 mm and the
heating rate was 0.005/ms. Compared to the present ex
ments and the Hg experiment, this is also consistent wit
d24 scaling, although it is certainly unlikely that all system
had the same patch field environment.
8-6
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We have measured heating from the ground state
trapped ions in different traps. The magnitude of heat
rates and the results of the size-scaling measurements
inconsistent with thermal electronic noise as the source
the heating. The results do not indicate any strong dep
dence on trap-electrode material or on the type of trap
tential ~pondermotive or static!. The rf voltage applied to the
electrodes may play a role in heating, in as much as it m
have an influence on patch potentials.

Since we have not identified the mechanism for the
served heating, it is difficult to say what path should be tak
to correct it. If fluctuating patch potentials on the surface
the electrodes are the cause, then further cleaning ma
appropriate. Additionally, better masking of the trap ele
trodes from the Be source ovens may help.

The results coupled with those of other experime
@10,5# strongly indicate that bigger traps have smaller he
ing rates. This is not a surprise, but the strength of the s
ing may be. With little sacrifice in the trap secular frequen
~which ultimately determines the fastest rate of coherent
nipulation! a dramatic decrease in the heating rate vs lo
gate speed appears possible using larger traps.
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APPENDIX: THERMAL ELECTRIC FIELDS

We are interested in the thermal electric field power sp
tral densitySEi

(r,v) generated from a specified volume
conductor. The conductor can be decomposed into a we
resistors each carrying current spectral densitySI i

54kBT/Ri ~where we assumekBT@\v). The resistance
along thei th direction of an infinitesimal volume element
Ri5dl/(sdA), wheres is the conductivity,dl is the length
along i, anddA is the cross-sectional area. A Fourier com
ponent of currentI i(v) through the volumedV5dldA gives
rise to an electric dipolePi(v)5I i(v)dl/v. Thus the
equivalent spectral density of electric dipole of the infinite
mal resistor is isotropic:SPi

(v)54kBTs dV/v2.

The electric field from an electric dipoleP(r8,v) oscillat-
ing at frequencyv and positionr8 is

Ei~r,v!5 (
j 5x,y,z

Pj~r8,v!Gi j ~r,r8,v!. ~A1!

In this expression,Gi j (r,r8,v) is a Green function matrix
representing thei th component of electric field at positionr
due to the j th component of a point dipole atr8, which
satisfies the appropriate boundary conditions of the ge
etry. The electric-field spectral density at positionr is an
integral over the dipoles in the conductor volume:
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SEi
~r,v!5

4kBT

v2 E s~r8! (
j 5x,y,z

uGi j ~r,r8,v!u2 dV8.

~A2!

The Green function satisfiesGi j (r,r8,v)5Gi j (r8,r,v), so
the above integral can be interpreted as the Ohmic po
absorbed by the conductor from the electric fields genera
by a point dipole at positionr. By energy conservation, thi
must be equivalent to the time-averaged power dissipate
a point dipole atr, which is related to the imaginary part o
the Green function matrixGi j (r,r,v) @24#. This simplifies
Eq. ~A2!, leaving the fluctuation-dissipation theorem

SEi
~r,v!5

2kBT

v (
j 5x,y,z

Im Gi j ~r,r,v!. ~A3!

Agarwal solved Maxwell’s equations forGi j (r8,r,v) for
the simple geometry of an infinite sheet of conductor, filli
the spacez<0 with the conductor-vacuum interface in th
z50 plane @25#. Although this idealized geometry is fa
from any real ion-trap electrode structure, rough scalings
the thermal fields can be relevant to real ion-trap geometr
From Ref.@25#, the Green function matrix for this problem i
diagonal with axial~z! and radial (r) components

Gzz~z,z,v!5Gf ree~v!1 i E
0

` q3

w0
S w0«2w

w0«1wDe2iw0z dq,

~A4!

Grr~z,z,v!5Gf ree~v!2
i

2E0

`

qFw0S w0«2w

w0«1wD
1

k2

w0
S w2w0

w1w0
D Ge2iw0z dq. ~A5!

In the above expressions,«(v)5«01 is/«0v is the di-
electric function of the conductor~in the low frequency
limit !, k5v/c, and wave vectorsw0 andw ~generally com-
plex! are defined byw0

25k22q2 and w25k2«2q2 with
Im w0>0 and Imw>0. The free-space Green’s functio
Gf ree(v) has imaginary part ImGf ree(v)5k3/6p«0 and
gives rise to the isotropic free-space black body electric-fi
fluctuations when substituted into Eq.~A3!.

The above integrals are significantly simplified in th
‘‘quasistatic’’ limit, wherekz!1 and the conductivity is suf-
ficiently high so thatkd!1, whered5A2c2«0 /vs is the
skin depth of the conductor. Despite these conditions,
restriction is placed on the value ofz/d. We break the above
integrals into two pieces. The first piece*0

k hasq<k with w0

real. In the quasistatic limit, this piece can be shown to c
cel the free-space contribution to the transverse Green fu
tion Im Grr(z,z,v), while doubling the free-space contribu
tion to the axial Green function ImGzz(z,z,v). Physically,
the presence of the conductor negates the transverse
space black body field while it doubles the axial black bo
field due to a near-perfect reflection. The second piece of
integrals*k

` hasq>k with w0 imaginary. These pieces of th
integral can be solved to lowest order inkz and kd. Com-
8-7
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bining terms and substituting the results into Eq.~A3!, the
thermal electric-field spectral density is

SEz
~z,v!5

2kBTv2

3p«0c3
1

kBT

4psz3 S 1

2
1A1

4
1

z4

d4D 1/2

,

~A6!

SEr
~z,v!5

kBT

8psz3 S 1

2
1A1

4
1

z4

d4D 1/2

. ~A7!

These expressions show that the thermal electric-fi
noise scales as 1/z3 for z!d @14#, but scales as 1/z2 for z
@d @8,11#. At large distancesz.Ad/k ~with kz!1), the
axial field noise settles toward twice the free-space bl
body value while the radial field vanishes. This result is a
reported in Ref.@26#. The behavior is shown in Fig. 7, wher
.
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.
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Eqs.~A6! and~A7! have been substituted into Eq.~4!, giving
the expected thermal heating rate for a9Be ion trapped with
molybdenum electrodes at room temperature. Note that
predicted heating rate at trap sizes typical in our experime
is significantly slower than the 0.1-1 quanta/s rate predic
in @8,11#. This difference comes from the choice of the val
of the resistance in Eq.~5!, which was chosen in@8,11# as an
absolute upper limit.

When interpreting these results, only the rough scal
should be considered. Realistic ion-trap electrode geome
are more complicated than a single infinite conducting pla
involving a more closed electrode structure. This genera
requires a full numerical solution to the relevant bounda
value problem. Moreover, we are usually interested in
electric-field fluctuations at the center of the trap, whe
these fluctuations will be substantially different from tho
above an infinite plate.
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